
t h e  f i n e s t  o r i e n t a l   f r a g r a n c e s



Elevate your taste to a stature beyond imagination. Indulge in a 
world where luxury and opulence define every step, every breath.

Hamidi luxury brings to you a range of products with flair, 
panache and gloriously superior ingredients. From pure Dehn 
Al Ouds to premium quality Muattars and Bakhoors, be awed, 
inspired and enhance your oriental experience with Hamidi.



BODY BUTTER | HAND WASH | BODY LOTION | SHOWER GEL | BODY SCRUB

C O S M E T I C S

A luxurious bathing and skincare experience infused with the rare and distinctive scent of Oud, the 
most rare, precious, and expensive ingredient in perfumery. Aromatic and woody, with a rich, silky 

scent and feel, treat yourself to the scented, lavish feel of Hamidi Luxury Cosmetics.



The New Pure Oud from Hamidi...
Robust and warm, this pure Dehn Al Oud Seufi is a hearty fragrance, balanced by soft woody notes. 

Every drop of this pure Dehn Al Oud is sure to have an intense effect.



Pure Dehn Al Oud



Pure Dehn Al Oud



Deep and warm, this pride of Hamidi, pure Dehn Al Oud Muattaq is extracted from the 
finest trees in India. The fragrance is rich and balanced, with long lasting and inviting notes. 

Every drop is precious and will linger on and on.



Pure Dehn Al Oud

Dehn al oud with a distinct fragrance of 
priviledge and class. Long-lasting and a 
masterpiece for every home.



Pure Dehn Al Oud

Hamidi’s first Dehn Al Oud. A grand part 
of the brand’s history and a favourite 
amongst Oud enthusiasts.



A jewel of the desert rises among the sand 
dunes to a special festival filling the night. 
An intoxicating elixir of leathery, sweet, 
woody notes of Oud stood above and 
reigned.  



Pure Concentrated Oil

Aloft in the night sky, this opulent view. In the sweet company of 
twinkling stars, enthralling is the sight of the moon. Enlightening with 
streaks of translucent silver, cloaked in whispers of purity.

Notes: Pure Agarwood Oil, Sweet Balsam
Style: Grand. Pure. Enchanting.



Breathe in the calmness, savour the depth 
of pure musk. The scent of serenity, of 
life and mystery.  Bright and light, soft 
and subtle, feel the heart beat like the 
pulse of the nightingales first song.



That holds within itself enchanting memories that are both 
eternally lively and elegantly lovable.  An intriguing scent that 
will always bond you with unforgettable moments that are always 
fresh in our hearts. A sweet smell which lingers within meaningful 
conversations and a beautiful smile.   Lively lovable forever......

Notes: Jasmine, Tuberose, Sandal Wood, Vanillin
Style: Darling. Sweet. Sparkling.



Flowing through veins of time, this liquid elixir, water of gold. 
An epitome of aspiration and opulence, one to look at from 
afar with awe and desire. To hold with certainty.

Notes: Jasmine, Tuberose, Sandal Wood, Vanillin
Style: Treasure. Royal. Spectacular.

Pure Concentrated Oil



Warm breezes in the night air, alluring stars above 
in heaven’s depths, blink freely in the dark, glowing 
with every promising spark. Unearthly as it seems, 
the glowing stars are just like a dream.

Notes: Fresh Notes, Spicy Accords, Amber, Rose
Style: Aromatic. Lavish. Lasting.

Pure Concentrated Oil



Pure Concentrated Oil

In the abyss lay ablaze the flames of passion, the shyness 
of moonlight lingered upon the edges, and though many 
never ventured deep enough to know, all who knew it, 
awed at the beauty of its soul.

Notes: Orange Blossom, Rose, Jasmine, woody accords
Style: Passionate. Grand. Mystical.



Pure Concentrated Oil

A pristine flurry of glitter, a sprinkle of blissful gold dust, the 
sparkle of gleaming diamonds in the radiant sky, its fate to be 

ordained by the captivating maze of this shining prism.

Notes: Vanilla, Rose, Sweet Musk, Woody Accords
Style: Opulent. Majestic. Enigmatic.



Pure Concentrated Oil

Like a beautiful relationship with the world, free of 
thought and restraint. Hands that swung freely on 
branches and feet that touch the clouds. A magnificent 
melody echoing between mountains.

Notes: Amber, Woody Accords, Musk, Floral Bouquet
Style: Golden. Bold. Beautiful.



The longing gentleman journeyed near and far, 
hoping to find the heart’s desire. Peppered upon 
him a touch of need and aspiration, lay before 
him valleys of limitless depths to cross.

Notes: Rose, Musk, Amber, Oud
Style: Fresh. Spicy. Robust.

Pure Concentrated Oil



Pure Concentrated Oil

Floating in the breeze, swirling in a swoon, laments in pinks 
and purples are the petals of the flower. Lying in the grass of a 
lush green field, inhale it’s fragrance, it’s light sweet scent.

Notes: Jasmine, Amber Wood, Cedar Wood
Style: Sweet. Caressing. Lingering.



Pure Concentrated Oil

It stood high, strong and everlasting. A magnificent tower of 
support, held together by the noble. As time rhythmically passes, 
the tower would stand, strong and eager and forever abiding.

Notes: Fresh Notes, Spicy Accords, Amber, Rose
Style: Evergreen, Classy, Solid



Pure Concentrated Oil

A bud so divine, almost ethereal. The red peeking from the 
shadows, waiting to emerge and show true glory. Glory of 
robust feeling and an aura of bliss. As it blooms it reveals its 
true self, a being of royalty.

Notes: Rose, Musk, Patchouli, Amber
Style: Spicy. Robust. Kingly.



Pure Concentrated Oil

Blue is the mirror dancing spiritedly, graced upon by the shine 
of the moon. Moving across the gleam of the ocean, soft waves 
accept the generous boon. Knowingly grasping the winds that 
pass, just grazing past the water that waits.

Notes: Leather Accords, Oud, Wooden Accords.
Style: Smokey. Regal. Gleaming.



A luxurious Muattar presented in a 
packaging of equal stature. The scents 
will yield aromas of pure oud.



A classic scent, loved by all discerning 
Muattar connoisseurs. A prized possesion to 
have in your collection.





Fill your homes with robust scents of opulence with the luxurious range of Muattars from Hamidi.
Fragrant Agarwood (Oud) chips immersed in concentrated perfumes blends create the perfect 

aura when burnt on coal.

Available Variants:

Oud Mubarak, Oud Amber, Oud Afzal, Oud Fakhir




